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浅海堆積物における強熱減量測定法の検討

桑 原 連

A Study of the Determination of Ignition Loss

in the Shallow-water Sediments

Ren KUWABARA

Ignition loss, the simplest method for determination of organic content has also been 
applied to marine sediments. As shallow-water sediments obtained from Okinawa Islands 
showed considerably high values of ignition loss, because of driving off  carbon dioxide 
from carbonate included as coral fragment in the materials, it was doubted that ignition 
temperature and time in established methods were not appropriate for them. To confi rm 
the extent of this interference, the following two methods were examined : 1) Cumulative 
ignition of 1 hour at every increased 100 ℃ stepwise from 300 ℃ to 900 ℃ ; 2) Ignition 
only for 2 hours at each increased 100 ℃ stepwise from 300 ℃ to 700 ℃ . The increasing 
tendency of ignition loss to temperature and time was compared between these two 
methods by using of three kinds of sediments of diff erent grain stze from Okinawa 
shallow-waters, two counter materials i. e. crushed coral and CaCO 3, reagent, and a 
control material from Kasai tidal fl at in Tokyo Bay.
Results of the cumulative ignition revealed mostly two parts of straight line in semi-log 
grid between 300 ℃ and 500 ℃ , and 600 ℃ and 900 ℃ . The former range conducted 
incineration of organic matter, because it was confi rmed by depletion of COD determined 
at the same time. The latter range showed abrupt increasing of ignition loss and it was 
due to decomposition of included carbonate because of the similar featured curve of 
counter materials. Hence, ignition temperature over 600 ℃ must be avoided for accurate 
determination of organic matter. Results of 2 hours ignition exhibited higher values at 
every hundred temperatures than that of the cumulative ignition. At least, the longer 
ignition time than 2 hours might be required for complete incineration. Conclusively, 
ignition loss should be determined at 500℃ for 2 hours whenever in using as an index of 
organic matter.
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